Settings for Stanilite motion detect module
Part no. 12-00538

Settings

Detection area
- Detection area can be reduced by selecting the combination on the DIP switches to fit precisely for each specific application.

Hold-time
- Hold-time means the time period you would like to keep the lamp on 100% after the person has left the detection area.

Daylight sensor
- The daylight threshold can be set on DIP switches, to fit for particular application:
  - Daylight: the lamp works always, even during daylight
  - Twilight: the lamp works only in twilight and darkness
  - Darkness: the lamp works only in darkness

Important: The default factory settings are:
- Detection area: 100%
- Hold-time: 90 seconds (in addition to the ballast hold-time of 30 seconds)
- Daylight sensor: disabled